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Ohligutiorrz, nook 2, b y  S n i ~ l  LityinoCf, Wcst Pul~lisliing C o ~ l ~ p : r ~ l y ,  1975. 
Pp.xxiv, 618 ($39.00). 

Thc traditio~lal matriu of cwnscnsual n1-rangenit.nts is the abstract 
notion of currelativc. rights and duties. It is the mortar of civil code' 
articles on con\.cwtional obligations which in turn support the titles 
conct.rninp cunt~'acts' gratuitous and onerous, unilateral and bila- 
tCra1. PCI-haps i t  is the ~ C ~ V ; ~ S ~ V C ' I I C S S  of this duty-right notion which 
makes thc obligations course among the most diflicult and challcng- 
i ~ ~ g  in thc curriculum. MastCly o l  this abstraction comes slowly. 

Professor Litvinoff's latest treatise, thc si\th in thc scrics 
Lotiisiarln Cil-il I,UII, Trcatisi '  sponsored by thc Louisiana State Law 
Institute, illuminates many of the problems confronting the student 
of obligations. Written in the classical style of doctrinal writcrs such 
as Planiol and Puig-Brutau, this volume and its companion first 
volume form the single most con~prehensive contribution to Louisia- 
na scholarship on obligations. Equally important, the two volumes 
are major English contributions to the general con~parative literature 
on the subject of obligations. 

The volume under review is divided into fifteen chapters. In 
traditional Fashion, it opens with a chapter on general principles. 
Chapters 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7 treat obligations to give and the transfer of 
ownership. Chapter 6 Focuses on the bona fide purchaser doctrine, 
chapter 8 deals with transfer of risk, chapter 9 deals with obligations 
to do or  not to do, and chapters 10 through 15 constitute an exposi- 
tion of putting in default. The volume ends with several tables of 
case citations and statutory materials and an impressive bibliogra- 
phy of general works on obligations and legal theory. 

1 This s tatement  applies equally to  the Louisiana Civil Code a n d  civil codes 
of nations and  provinces that  received and  codified the Roman law. 

2 I limit the scope of the duty-right concept t o  contracts to  avoid hazy 
problem areas such a s  s tatutory duties of filial devotion. But a strict positivist, 
in\-oking the maxim ubi ius ibi rernediurn, could regard the entire fabric of law 
a s  no more than correlative rights a n d  duties. 

3The  other  volumes are:  Volume 2, Yiannopoulos, Civil Law o f  Property: 
Things, Real Rights, R e d  Actiorz.5 (1966); Volume 3, Yiannopoulos, Personal 
Servitudes: Usufruct, L'se, Hnbitatiotl (1968); Volume 6, Litvinoff. Obligations, 
Book I :  General Tlleory, Classificutiorz o f  Contracts, F'ormatiotl o f  Contracts 
(1969): Volume 10, Oppcnheirn, Successiom and Donations and  Volume 10, 
par t  6, Nathan,  Louisiarzu Inheritance, Estate T r a m f e r  and Gift Taxes (1973).' 
An excellent discussion of thc Law Institute's publications appears  in Dainow, 
Civil Law Translatiorzs u r ~ l  Treuliscs Spotlsored in Louisiana (1975) 23 Arn.J. 
Cornp.Law 521. 3 
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The volume is an important contribution to general comparative 
literature principaily because of the analytical framework within 
which the author presents his topic. For example, he opens the 
discussion of the suspensive condition with a general presentation 
of the problems it presents and then refines his analysis by moving 
serially to the positions of Louisiana jurisprudence, French juris- 
prudence, the jurisprudence of other civilian jurisdictions, and the 
common law (5564-67). For the English-speaking lawyer needing a 
comparative oveniew of special topics but unschooled in the 
requisite foreign languages and literature, Professor Litvinoff's work 
is a natural research tool. 

For all its erudition and lucidity, however, the book leaves me 
with a disquieting sense of the opaqueness of this imporant legal 
subject and of its distance from ordinary human experience. This 
sense, I suggest, results from the author's typically modern oscilla- 
tion between two poles of argumentation: formal rule exegesis, 
which interprets the code articles quite literally (tacitly assuming 
their beneficence and neutrality) and value judgments which make 
no such assumption.' These judgments are instead based upon a 
subjective balancing of competing interests and suggest an enlarged 
scope of social cooperation beyond the radius envisioned by the 
codifiers. The word "subjective" as used here is not pejorative; it 
merely suggests that these judgments derive their force more from 
an intuitive sense of fairness than from specific enactments. 

Given the combination of intellectual gymnastics and subjective 
value judgments needed to explain certain institutions and doctrines, 
one wonders if an intelligent, well-intentioned person would behave 
according to the prescribed legal norms even if he knew them and 
wanted to follow them. This is not a criticism directed particularly 
a t  Professor Litvinoff's work, but rather, a indictment of 
legal technicality. The law cannot lose its intelligibility and keep its 
legitimacy in the layman's eyes. The remainder of this review 
illustrates the oscillation described and offers some tentative cx- 
planations for it. I do not suggest any escape from the oscillation, 
which seems a perrnnnent feature of contemporary legal experience. 

4 This is the classicd philosophical distinction between dcontological and 
tcleologicnl reasoning. In the former, the legitimacy of a command, such as a 
biblical commandm~it,  is assumcd a priori without rcgard for the conse- 
quences of its execution. In the latter, the legitimacy of a command hinges 
upon its consequences. 
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The instability of subjective moral assertions 

Subjective rnoral prcwriptions abound in the sections treating 
notions central to the thcory of obligations: good faith and abuse 
of right. A shift away St-om thc classical crcditor-dcbtor antagonism 
and toward incrcascd cooperation is notablc in the sections which 
follow." 

Sccriw 4. GOOD FAITH 
According to traditional doctrine, as n contract engenders n credit-right 
in favor of one o r  both of the parties. this right nil1 automatically prcl 
duce consequences through the operation of such additional rights a s  
the right to demand performance and the right to rccuver damages. A 
contract, houcvct-, not only ought to be but actuall! is performed other- 
wise. In modern times, the rmphasis once placed upon the individual end 
pursued bv each of the parties has been shifted tu the end pursued in 
common by all the parties, as if every contract were a joint venture - 
aln~ost a partnership - where the idea of opposed interests dividing the 
parties yields to the idea of a certain union of interests among them. 
Thus, insofar as the expected performance is concerned, the creditor is 
no longer a creditor without more; he also becomes a debtor with a duty 
of collaboration, an  obligation to cooperate in the attainment of the 
mutual ends, which need no longer be accomplished solely through the 
means originally conceived by the parties but may be achieved by other 
means supplied by the will of the parties or  by judicial fiat. The door 
is thus opened for the modification of contracts. 
The principle of good faith, so broadened in this modern approach, may 
serve to remove harshness sometimes implicit in the obligor's necessity 
to perform. The question will be: should the obligor be held to perform 
exactly what he has promised or  only what is necessary for the attainment 
of contemplated mutual ends? The answer is clear once it is accepted 
that obligations do not exist for their own sake but for the accomplish- 
ment of societal ends which are focused, mainly, on the usefulness of 
results (pp.6-7). 

Section 5. CREDITOR'S DUTIES 
I t  is the creditor's obligation not to overburden his debtor but to facilitate 
his performance through positive action. Moreover, he must do whatever 
is required of him, in order to enable the debtor to perform; hence the 
doctrine that the creditor's default releases the debtor from liability to 
damages (p.9). 
The creditor owes a duty not to abuse his right; prerogatives arising out 
of contracts should not be exercised in an unrestrained fashion. . . . Where 
the creditor is a professional man, he owes his debtor the benefit of his 
superior knowledge and experience, and therefore he ought loyally to 
warn the other about conditions or  consequences of the contemplated 
performance (p.10). 

6 I quote at length to give readers a sense of Litvinoff's style and to allay 
concerns that his arguments are out of context. 
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In these passages the subjectivity of Professor Litvinoff's value 
choices is apparent. One wonders i f  a hardbargaining professional 
would necessarilv subscribe to Professor Litvinoff's suggested duty of 
disclosure to his debtor. Is the notion of a contract as a "joint ven- 
ture" to achieve societal ends clear? What is clear is that the quoted 
passages rest upon a modernized vision of increased social res- 
ponsibility in a market place in which the strict exercise of absolute 
rights is tempered by social needs. 

The frustrations of technical analysis 

To glimpse Professor Litvinoff's analytical prowess at its best, 
consider his explanation of the lay-away sale, a modem security 
device designed to promote credit transactions. 

The conventional "lay-away sale" is an agreement between the buyer and 
seller looking toward a transfer of ownership in property. The parties 
usually agree a s  to some specific thing, which is laid aside by the seller, 
until the buyer pays the price. However, it sometimes happens that only 
a class of t h h g  is agreed upon, with no specific thing being appropriated 
until the time of delivery. Because of the buyer's inability to pay the 
full price in cash, the seller extends a period of credit, but retains 
possession of the thing until the price is paid in full. Most lay-away 
agreements provide For a fixed amount to be paid in regular installments. 
I t  is sometimes provided that if the buyer defaults in payment, the 
amount paid toward the price will be forfeited, and the thing returned to 
stock for resale. I t  is the custom of seller, however, to give notice of 
default to the buyer before such action is taken (p.111). 

In such a sale, a major question is when title and risk of loss pass 
to the buyer. 

"To find a right approach to this problem", argues Professor 
Litvinoff, "it becomes necessary to determine the type of agreement 
the 'lay-away sale' purports to be. He continues: 

IF it is intended as a sale in which the buyer becomes bound to pav the 
entire price while the seller retains possession of the goods, then it 
would seem that . . . title should pass immediatelv to the vendee. If on the 
other hand, the agreement contemplates merely that the prospective 
purchaser will put some money down on the object he \\ants to buy, 
and the owner will hold the objcct asidc so  that the Former can acquire 
the thing - possession and title - Inter i f  he so  desires, then thc agrce- 
ment resembles an option and the prospective purchaser, quite clearly. 
will not beconic owner until hc cxcrciscs the option. 
.. . While the purchaser can be rvgarded as entering into a contract with 
a store to purchase the thing that is "laid away" it is not entirely clear 
that he ever becomes bound to pay the total price; it would seem that hc 
docs not. Usuallv it is understood that if the purchaser should decide not 
to buy the thing, he cnn simply forfeit what hc has already paid. In such 
an npproach, the amounts paid by the prospective purchaser rather than 
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"consiclcratio~~" given for an option, would resemble i~ dcposit of earnest 
moncy i n  a contract to sell. Considering the marked dislike O F  Louisiana 
courts for "lopsided" agrccrncnts, thcy would probably regard such a 
vc,rsion of n "layaway sale" as n sale with rescrvntion of title, and hold 
th:~t m v ~ i ~ ~ - s h i p  is transrcrred to thc vendee up011 thc making of the 
dcposit. I t  is not dil'f'ic~~lt to scc tllat such ;I solution is highly urrdcsiruhle 
\r.ith rcspcct to risk or loss. It docs not sccru that in tmnsnctions of this 
kind thc partics intend that any loss occasio~tcd by a I 'ortuito~~s event 
should ,be borne by the purchaser. The selling store usually carries 
adcquatc insurance to covcr such losses, and if thc "laid-away" goods are 
rrflectcd in thc p rc~r~ iums  paid by the seller, the insurer would rcceivc 
an ~tiijlr.stifiahle u d ~ w n t u g c  i f  thc loss was placed upon the buycr and the 
insurer was thus relicvcd O F  any obligation to pay (p.112) (emphasis 
added). 

Here Professor Litvinoff's subjective interest balancing and rule 
exegesis collide head-on. Certainly he is uncomfortable with literal 
interpretation of the code. So he moves to arguments of fairness. 
Nevertheless, it is unclear why the insurer's advantage would be 
unjustifiable if the insurer cut the retailer's premiums in recognition 
of real savings which he could then pass to the consuming public in 
the form of lower prices. 

Professor Litvinoff's conclusion frustrates the reader and suggests 
the author's own consternation: 

In sum, although no "lay-away sale" has yet been analyzed by a Louisiana 
court, . .. the prior jurisprudence concerning sales with reservation of 
of title give strong reason to believe that, in Louisiana, title would be 
held to pass to the vendee in transactions of this kind. Neither proper 
reasoning nor sound public policy, however, lends support to such a 
solution (p.113). 

A tentative diagnosis 

The oscillation between argument based on classical exegesis and 
argument derived from subjective value choices is an inevitable 
consequence of the quest for two opposing ideals in rulemaking: 
forixal symmetry of results in all cases of a certain class and subs- 
tantive fairness (however intuitive and amorphous the term seems) 
in any particular case of the class. According to traditional civil law 
doctrine, a set of formally precise rules should yield predictable 
results in a given class of cases. But the search for fairness subverts 
an absolute commitment to formal symmetry. For example, a judge 
may realize that a case of a certain class presents mitigating factors, 
e.g., the buyer in the lay-away case may have paid installments faith- 
fully, the destruction of the object was not attributable to the 
seller's neglect, the insurer has been unjustifiably enriched. In such 
a case, the harsh result dictated by mechanical application of the 
maxim res perit domino cries out for tempering and modification. 
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And to promote the lay-away sale as a device for encouraging the 
extension of credit, a judge could easily ra~ionalize such modification 
under the special circumstances' I have suggested. 

Legal formality" and the supreme legislator 

In contemporary civil law jurisdictions, the quest for formal 
symmetry in adjudication and legislation is associated with the 
eighteenth c e w - y  rationalist view that human beings could write 
down and codify an entire &heme of laws to govern all their relation- 
ships. At a deeper level, a coherent formal framework was seen as 
necessary because of a deeply pessimistic vision of men as highly 
individualistic, insatiable wills, randomly exchanging some objects 
for 0thers.I These wills could be restrained by nothing less than a 
positivist state, represented by a superhuman impartial legislator, 
an evil necessary to fend off a n a r ~ h y . ~  

To express the general will in positive enactments, this super- 
legislator theoretically must transcend the competing demand, of 
particular interests.' His neutrality was the source of public respect 
and hence of his apparent legitimacy.1° 

The binding effect of the supreme legislator's laws was predicated 
on their formality. In other words, the laws should be generally 
applicable to all citizens of the state (the notion of erga omnes);" 
autonomous and independent of socio-economic pressures and offi- 
cial caprice; publicly known or  knowable, and positive, that is, 
enacted by a duly constituted body. This system of formal rules was 
designed to hedge in the actions of officials and to avoid their 
arbitrary behavior. 

';Provocative contemporary treatments of legal formality appear in Unger, 
Lnrv in  Modern Sociery (1976). 203-16 and Kennedy, Legal Forrr~alitv (1974) 2 
J. Legal Studies 351. T h ~ s  book review, in a sense, attempts to test certain 
of Unger's and Kenrledv's arguments by placing them in a civil law wt t~ng .  

7 See e.g., Hobbcs. L,crwthurr, vol.1, ch.13-14, "Of the Natural Condition of 
Mankind as Concerning thcir Felicity and *Misery", in Molesworth (cd.). 3 
The E~lglislr Works o f  Thorrtas Hohbes ( 1839), 110-17. 

*Compare e.g., Rousscau, The Soclal C'orltract (1964), ch.7, "Thc Legislator", 
42-43 with Portalis's depiction of the legislator in Lcvasscur. ('ode Nrrpol~.orl 
o r  Code Portalis (1969) 43 Tul.L.Rev. 762, 767. A concise trcatmenr of Icgiclnt~on 
as an "crnbod~mcnt ot w~lls" appears in Herman, Exccvrpt.s fro111 a Drscwrrrw 
o n  (he  Code Napleorr b y  Portalls (1972) 18 Loy.L.Rcv. 23. 

"ee Rousscau, supra, notc 8, 30-31. 
1OThe following qucstion shows the fictional nature of the legislator's 

neutrality: How can a "neutral" Icpislator, conscious of gross rnaldistributio~ls 
of wealth, sanctify the institution of private property? 

11 A short English introduction to this notion appears in Merryman, 171e 
Civil Law Tradi t iot~ ( l%Y), 141-47. See also Roussenu, supra, note 8, 39-40. 
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The formality of thc system pcrmittcd its interpretels, executive 
officers, judges and doctrinal wr~tcr-s alikc, to justify their legal 
conclusions by refel-encc to thc llcrmt'ncutical interaction of the rules 
thcinselves1\vit1~out regard for value choiccs involving fairness or  
utility. But purely 1'0rn1aI estycsis, W I J ~ C I I  ~SSLII I ICS tllc moral right- 
ness of a codc, finds a natural antagonist in thc intuitive sense of 
justice in a particular casc. Recausc this scnsc of justice cannot 
be codificd in a body of generally applicable rules, the formalist 
would regard it as dangerous and tyrannical. This antagonism per- 
vades Litvinoff's treatments of good faith and abuse of rights, in 
which he sacrifices formal rulcs in favollr of increased social co- 
operation reachcd by subjective intercst balancing. 

Unger has recently offered an explanation for this radical shift 
to moral assertion and value judgment in contemporary legal ex- 
perience. In his view, the harshness of formal nile application gener- 
ates "a greater willingness to regard as part of the law certain 
moral conceptions insusceptible of development and application 
consistent with ideals of generality and autonomy. For these con- 
ceptions cannot be reduced to rules or  divorced from views of 
moral obligation".'"n private law, Unger suggests, two such moral 
conceptions are good faith and abuse of rights. Both conceptions 
present an insoluble dilemma for they moderate the unrestrained 
opposition of the wills of the parties; in each case, they require the 
creditor and debtor to find "a mean between the principle that one 
party may disregard the interest of the other in the exercise of his 
own rights and the counter principle that he must treat those in- 
terests exactly as if they were his Professor Litvinoff's dis- 
cussions of good laith and abuse of right reflect his struggle toward 
that mean. They also signal an abrupt break from the uncontrolled 
wills of laissez-faire economics, and toward restraint upon indivi- 
duals in the market place. In his quest for the ideals of formal 
symmetry and fairness, Professor Litvinoff has intertwined an inno- 
vative vision of social responsibility with lucid doctrinal writing. 
His latest treatise merits careful study. 

Shael Herman* 

12 This approach is evident in Kelsen, Purc Theory oj Law; its method and 
fundamenral concepts (1934) 50 L.Q.R. 474. 

13 Unger, supra, note 6,  210. 
14 Ibid. 
* Professor of law, Loyola University, New Orleans. 




